With the addition of 36 more Growler jets in 2019 at
Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, the region has
been bombarded. The number of noise reports in
2021 exceeds the number reported in 2020 by 50%.
As for the first six months of the year, January/June
2022 reports are 49% higher than those reported in
2021.

IT’S COME TO THIS...
“Here, despite a gargantuan administrative record,
covering nearly 200,000 pages of studies, reports,
comments, and the like, the Navy selected methods of
evaluating the data that supported its goal of increasing
Growler operations. The Navy did this at the expense of
the public and the environment, turning a blind eye to data
that would not support this intended result. Or, to borrow
the words of noted sports analyst Vin Scully, the Navy
appears to have used certain statistics ‘much like a drunk
uses a lamppost: for support, not illumination.’”
December 11, 2021, Federal Magistrate J. Richard Creatura released his
Report And Recommendation to the court in State of Washington, et al., v.
United States Department of the Navy, et al., Case No. 2:19-cv-01059-RAJJRC, declaring that the Navy’s 2019 decision authorizing the expansion of EA18G “Growler” at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) violated the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

“Regardless of whether or not you support the Navy’s
mission or its expanding presence in our public lands,
waters, communities, and in the airspace above us, it’s
good to take a rational look at how we came to have an
electronic warfare range for the loudest jets on the planet
over the quietest national park in the Lower 48.” Read
this report: https://rainshadownorthwest.com/2021/11/01/theloudest-jets-in-the-quietest-park/

Jet Noise Report
May & June
2022
Forks School zone: all bloody day circling every hour multiple times. Blood pressure
high, angry and resentful I cannot be at home or school or walking in nature without
all the noise. And STILL flying overhead without chance of escape.
Mount Vernon: Extremely loud. Multiple flights right over us. Had to go indoors AND
put in earplugs.
Lopez: Very loud and long jet roar. Heard the jet coming toward us, now it sounds like
it is turning with an even louder roar. Growlers are TOO LOUD. When a jet drowns
out your own household noise and conversation, something is seriously wrong.
Port Townsend: Jets making ungodly noise around Port Townsend and elsewhere. My
tax dollars going up in very expensive jet fuel exhaust.
Anacortes: Deep deep thunder- audible and palpable. This is so very disturbing and
unnerving- even in Anacortes miles away from where these warplanes are pummeling
Coupeville. After 10 pm. This is abuse.
Coupeville: Can’t go to sleep. This noise from the growlers at OLF continues. 11:00 pm
Coupeville.
Oak Harbor: Trying to take care of patients in a medical clinic on a Tuesday afternoon
in Oak Harbor- keep getting interrupted by noise too loud to communicate.
Camano: Very loud and low over Camano Island heading east towards Cascades.
Horrible disruptive noise.

All comments begin on page 11.
Report excessive jet noise: https://www.quietskies.info/access-thecounty-report-site

INSIDE THIS REPORT:

Listen to
the jet noise that we
hear in our region:
https://sounddefensea
lliance.org/growlervideos-audio/
The Navy dismisses
noise data:
https://f4be68e42f42-4ce8-b4c06fb1e95c8ac6.filesusr.
com/ugd/f9226a_2de
6debbab2a4dfd82245
1c6f6a3a75b.pdf

Monthly Comparisons
Reports by Type of Noise
Reports by Day
Noise by Time of Day
Annual Comparisons
Map of Report Locations
Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise reports are reported by residents of the Salish
Sea region, using the San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting Website. This document
provides data broken out by reports generated inside San Juan County and outside.
The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the County
Council for people to have a reliable place for recording their reports and comments. Data
reports began in 2015.
gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting
In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County to use this noise
reporting website. We are seeing an increasing number of reports from the wider region. This
report is compiled by Quiet Skies:
https://www.quietskies.info/

Join our Mailing List. Contact Quiet Skies
QuietSkiesSanJuan@gmail.com
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Jet Noise Reports by Location
May-June 2022
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In 2019 the noise report website expanded beyond San Juan County. With difference in flight paths and
population it’s not surprising that communities such as Whidbey Island are making more noise reports than San
Juan County. The map on page 10 indicates the impact of the Growlers is felt throughout San Juan, Island,
Skagit, Jefferson and Clallam Counties.
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Total Jet Noise Reports
All Locations
January-June, 2022
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Jet Noise Reports by Type of Noise
OUTSIDE San Juan County

Jet Noise Reports by Type of Noise
INSIDE San Juan County
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Jet Noise Reports By Day May - June
2022
OUTSIDE San Juan County

Jet Noise Reports By Day May - June
2022
INSIDE Juan County
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Note the variation in noise experienced by month, day and location. The Navy persists in using “annual noise
averaging,” significantly underestimating the impact of jet noise. There is no "average" noise felt by residents in
this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports by the Hour
May - June
OUTSIDE San Juan County
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Note the excessive late-night
noise, disturbing sleep of
children and adults.
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For example, submissions that report noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour.
Note the variation in noise experienced during the day and night and in different locations. The Navy persists in
using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating the impact of jet noise. There is no "average" noise
felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports - All Locations
2015 - 2021
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This chart provides some background to the history of noise reporting.
Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 2015. In
the Fall, 2019, access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with the result that
the number of noise reports is increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the simple totals of all noise
reports in the database since 2015 through 2021.
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Comparing Jet Noise Reports by Location
2019, 2020, 2021
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In 2019 the noise report website expanded beyond San Juan County. With difference in flight paths and
population it’s not surprising that communities such as Whidbey Island are making more noise reports than San
Juan County. The map on page 10 indicates the impact of the Growlers is felt throughout San Juan, Island,
Skagit, Jefferson and Clallam Counties.
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Referred to as the “dot map”, this picture of
the Aircraft Noise Reporting Map offers a
view of noise reports in the region, for the
period of August 2019-June 2022.
This map is reduced to fit this page. Thus, the
reproduction of the colored dots, which
signify the locations of noise reports, visually
minimizes the actual number of reports since
the dots overlay other dots, often hundreds
of them.
This map represents 28,377 reports since
August, 2019.
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Comments Submitted with May and June 2022 Reports
NOTES:
Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example, generally produce 90 dB. How would you like to have that running inside your
home? Noise over 70 dB for a prolonged period of time is harmful to your ears and can cause permanent hearing damage. Noise over 120 dB can
cause immediate harm to your ears.
Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home address or phone number or e-mail. In this report, those personal identifiers
are deleted/modified, as are expletives. Some reports do not include comments.

May 5 Sitting at the Anacortes Dock, waiting for the 4:30 ferry, and I swear
the jets seemed 10 feet above us. Huge Noise. Wonder if tourists think this
is a good place to visit. War Zone.
22:47. Jets having been flying over Quarry Pond campground since 22:10
and ruining any chance at sleep. This is surreal how the military is able to
get away with flying so loud/low and disrupting people after 22:00.

SE Lopez, 6 June 22, 6pm: Overflight - CRUSHING NOISE - 85.9 DECIBELS in
the house. 95 decibels outside. At 8:23pm another roaring Overflight of
75.8 (in the house) showing that they are capable of making a little less
noise. . .
It is 11pm and they are still flying. It’s warm in the house and we can’t even
open the window to cool off. Jet noise is keeping us from sleeping.

Very loud and long jet roar. Heard the jet coming toward us, now it sounds
like it is turning with an even louder roar. Growlers are TOO LOUD. When a
jet drowns out your own household noise and conversation, something is
seriously wrong. Lopez.

This was my first day moving into the area. The navy made what should
have been a time for celebration and excitement an immediate nightmare. I
am extremely concerned and disturbed that this level of noise is considered
appropriate by any standards.

92 dB on Decibel X Pro app.

Earsplitting fly-by over my home mid afternoon in afternoon, a minute
worth of house deeply shuddering on the backside. Unconscionable.

I can tune out a lot if distracting noise but not this horrible noise pollution.
Have a heart. We all just want to live and do our thing.
"2 Growlers 300’ over house. dB 95 per dB X Pro app.
Forks - Low tight circling overhead, waking sleeping dog and jarring my
quiet. One hard turn must have used afterburners- electronic war games
sounding like an assault on senses and sensibility. Go away, Growlers!

Growler landing practice continued WELL AFTER 2300 hours last night. We
could not sleep with the extreme cyclical noise!
Screaming Growler over our home. South Lopez. 12:27pm, June 8. NAVY:
Why do you fly your screaming roaring jets over people's homes? Have you
no sense? Oh wait, I know the answer to that. You don't.
11

10:58. Memorial Day. S. LOPEZ. MORE JET ROARING. Guess the damned
growlers are lining up for their flyover of Oak Harbor. KEEP THE JET NOISE
TO YOURSELVES. FLYING NOISY DEVILS THAT ABUSE LOCAL RESIDENTS
DOES NOT SEEM VERY HONORARY TO ME.

Growlers making noise and disturbing life below

Always with the growling.

Forks and Region - everywhere I went so did the Growlers: ocean, forest,
prairie, grocery and out walking. Hourly and more. No respite from noise
returning over and over. Interrupts conversations and shopping, walks in
nature, more.

Super load and disruptive to life here
Third one in a row.
Wow those growlers are loud
Just getting off Coupeville ferry. No hearing protection. There are FOUR
growlers IN THE PATTERN. Loud as HELL!!
Mount Vernon. Extremely loud. Multiple flights right over us. Had to go
indoors AND put in earplugs.

Jets have been flying off and on the last few days. One time when we were
out it was so loud I could feel it vibrate the ground.

Noisy flyby from growler
So loud could not hear with ear buds in.
Very loud aircraft during the past hour or so.
Multiple low flying growlers

Another ear shattering growler flyby disrupting the peace

There were two jets - very loud and I could feel the vibration. I hear them
often and don't report them, but this one I had to report. Very menacing.

Appears that the same Navy transport plane keeps circling overhead

Two blasting by…spent three days with no noise and no aggravation…they

Come on this is way too much noise for residential area
Couldn’t locate on map. Giant Boeing jet flying low and circling over port
Townsend and vicinity probably military
Fourteen times today thus far we have had Navy growler jets fly high
overhead in the sky above Coupeville. They subject us to maddening noise
that is extremely disruptive to our lives. What have we the citizens done to
deserve this treatment?
God it would be nice if the growlers noise would take a break. We are
trying to live our lives with some quiet

are back.
457 H----- drive
5:16pm. May 5. S Lopez. Now we have the growler roaring and screaming
over our home. They roar and send shuddering waves when the take off,
and then they scream over our home on their way to somewhere.
Disgusting Navy.
Another ear shattering growler flight to start the evenings abuse.
Come on this growler noise is too much for a residential area
Damn growlers ruining yet another evening on camano

Growlers breaking the peaceful night. These noisy jets should be practicing
in less populated area like in El centro
Growlers flying and making huge noise. There is no peace

From 2030 through 2200 about, continuous jets noise drowned the ambient
sounds of this national park on the shore. Bad Navy!

Get the God damn growlers out of here. Way too loud. This is torture.
Horrid flyover noise
May 2. South Lopez. Screaming jet overhead.
May 3. South Lopez. Another very loud roaring jet over us.
Night time circling finally ended! 15 minute assault.

Huge vibration, rumble and roar from Whidbey. Very loud and disruptive.
South Lopez.
I’m outside and Growler noise forcing back inside. Very irritating.
It is the usual peace wrecking, awful creepy thunder deeply shudderingconstantly from the south. Hideous sounds of war in Anacortes- ongoing,
now 7:30 pm

Stop the madness of flying growlers over heavily populated area where
people live

Loud , long jet noise travels over house.

Several other instances of jet noise this morning. Most mornings recently
we have had jet noise 9-11am, today's jet noise is not as loud as most days
have been.

May 4. South Lopez. LOUD LOUD LOUD jet roaring over South Lopez. Long
roar, seems to go on forever.

Sustained overflights.

Low rumble.

Navy SAR H60 just buzzed the treetops -Coupeville 10:11pm

Dry low flyovers. Commercial planes aren’t even allowed to fly this low

Some peace in this life in my own home would be nice. Growlers should be
training in a nonresident area.

11:05am. May 5. South Lopez. In the middle of a Zoom with a client.
Rumbling roar from Whidbey disrupts my attention.

4:58pm, May 5. Huge rumbling roar from Whidbey. Disturbing. S Lopez.

Another day in the growler training grounds we thought was a residential
area.

5:03pm May 5. Hoping for relaxation after a day of work, and now the
Navy is blasting away! LOUD rumbling vibrating roars from Whidbey.
Disgusting. S Lopez.

Another fly over.
ANOTHER RUMBLING VIBRATING WALL OF NOISE from NASWI. Starting to
launch a war against us? May 4. S. Lopez.

5:05pm, May 5. AND ANOTHER BLAST FROM WHIDBEY!
!@#$%^%$#@!!!!. FLOOR VIBRATES. S LOPEZ.

Extremely loud and long

5:18pm. May 5. Here is ANOTHER GROWLER, Screaming and roaring over
us. Sounds like they are planning to land here. Really angry. S Lopez.

Growlers are roaring, shaking the house. Painful and stress inducing noise.
Truly terrible noise.

5:20pm, May 5. S Lopez. AGAIN, ANOTHER JET ROARING AND SCREAMING
OVER US. THIS IS ABUSE.

Growlers flying and causing more noise than you would imagine possible

5:41PM. May 5. Still roaring. I am trying to fix dinner and can't report
every booming, bombing, screaming, roaring interruption. This is a noisy
evening. #$%&&%$$#Navy.

Growlers flying loud over our home. Get the hell out of here.

And again, flying very low directly over homes

More Ault engine runups

"Continuing Engine runups noise from Ault

multiple low flying growlers this evening very disturbing

Map locator isn’t working, this report from Watmough"

SE Lopez, 5 May 22, Thur: 5:15pm Giant ROAR 88.5 decibels. Still roaring at
5:37pm

Engine run ups Ault
extremely loud growler flights overhead today, they're low and loud and
should not be flown over people and things you're not trying to kill or
destroy

Should be a peaceful Thursday afternoon in Anacortes, lucky to be off work,
but it sounds like a war. Navy constant flying of supersonic jets low to
ground. Torturing local civilians- routinely. As if we and our health matter
not at all.

Flying low over Quarry Pond campground at 21:21 and rattling everything

So disrespectful flying so low so late

Flying very low right over our homes!!!!!

They’re so bad!! If I can clearly hear jet noise through my noise cancelling
headphones, it’s bad! Respect Whidbey residents and our hearing!

How is it legal for jets to fly over anywhere, especially campgrounds, at
22:40?
"Imposed noise that you cannot control is a PHYSICAL ASSAULT.
.....The military is pure evil as are all its enablers in government. Even COER
is a cheerleader for the military. You can't support the troups and be a
decent person. You're complicit in my pain.

11:29am. May 6. Huge and vibrating rumbling of jet activity from Whidbey.
South end, Lopez.
11:31am. May 6. ANOTHER blast from Whidbey. Loud booming noise, with
vibrations in the air. South End, Lopez.

Here's a question: How many autistic kids or children with sensory
sensitivities are subjected to this?

11:49am. May 6. More rumbling from Whidbey. It's the earthquake PTSD
that is activated with the noise and vibration that comes from NASWI. Feels
like it, sounds like it. S. Lopez.

There are not enough characters in this textbox to express how wrong this
is. "

12:37pm. May 6. Persistent jet noise in the air...coming right into our
home. South end of Lopez.

Jet is louder than my dishwasher!!! Sound end of Lopez Island. May 5
12:58pm

12:52pm. LOUD JET SCREAMING SCREAMING, SCREAMING AND ROARING
OVER OUR HOME.. MUD BAY. LOPEZ.

Low clouds intensify the loudness and rumble

ANOTHER loud jet roaring over south Lopez. 12:57PM. May 6.

May 5 Sitting at the Anacortes Dock, waiting for the 4:30 ferry, and I swear
the jets seemed 10 feet above us. Huge Noise. Wonder if tourists think this
is a good place to visit. War Zone.

Another low loud circle. Sure hope this isn’t going to be all day! At the
grocery store parking lot now.
Dreadful roaring, shaking the whole house and rattling the inside of my
head. Terrible noise and vibration.

Forks -Horribly loud and blasting afterburners. Even dog stopped still,
cocking head and looking to me to discern level of threat. Ear protection for
both of us needed. Definitely stopped all activity.

Forks Jets have not gone away, circling since first reported, sometimes high,
other times, low and loud. Walking in the forest and peace is regularly
shattered.

Se Lopez, 6 May 22, Friday: 10am Overflight of 2 Growlers. 90+ decibels.
DEAFENING!

Forks began at 9:30, hoped for an overpass…nope! Have circled getting
louder each Passover. I thought Navy agreed to quieter skies here. I still

Starting just after 10, for almost a full hour, jets bombarded Ruby Beach
with their noise, clearly overpowering the sound of the ocean waves
breaking on the shore. Driving for hours to enjoy of on the most pristine
beach-- but those Damn Jets.

hear them regularly!
"Group of three growlers headed back to Whidbey Island Naval air Station
Once again using civilians as collateral damage so they can make sure
somebody else on another side of the world as a miserable existence"

"2 growlers
Low and loud Southend of Lopez
Low
Multiple low overflights this morning
Loud"
"Overflight going west
3:50 ish 98239 Low and LOUD
Turned and extremely loud"
4:09 pm 98239
2 growlers overhead, they've been flying a number of passes today but
getting louder and later, really shouldn't fly these over people you aren't
trying to kill or intimidate on a regular basis.
9:05 am Coupeville
9:13 am Coupeville
98239 6:25pm
98239 7:13pm
A couple of other jet noise incidents this morning
Couldn’t hear the TV with the noise
Extremely loud overflight
Flying south overhead

Repeated and EXTREMELY loud jet noise over Deception Pass State Park
campground. We come from a proud Navy and Air Force family, but this was
an absolutely unacceptable level of noise. Could not hear the person next to
me speaking.
So loud several times the kids and I had to go back in the house in a
beautiful sunny day
This is separate from report a moment ago
98239 one after another x 3. 4:45 pm
"About every 15-30 minutes since 8:30am
Lots of flight
Simply don’t have time to log them all
South end of Lopez Island"

Anacortes. On the heels of a roaring jet a few seconds ago. ANOTHER
SCREAMING GROWLER. It must be circling over us. Still roaring. Still roaring.

Third jet following two others. Anacortes. The scream is incredible. Hurt my
ears. Navy abuses this region. June 7.

Another loud growler over Anacortes. Who would want to live or vacation
here?????

Tiresome. Hurting kids and everyone. Go away. South Dakota maybe.
"Two growlers low and loud Southend Lopez

Another loud roaring jet. Anacortes. The Navy has a ruinous effect on so
many communities. Hooray, I do not have to live in Anacortes!!!

2 passes so far"

Extremely low!!!

Well below cloud cover. 2 jets, heading NNE.

Forks - same day and the circling jets are STILL at it! Round again with a
blast from afterburners to cover the logging sounds across the river. Grrr

Woke up baby again

Forks - started at 10:13 and continuing noise over town and ONP. Intrusive
and aggravating.

"12:15pm, June 8. Growler ROARING over us. A deep penetrating roar, as if
the sky is splitting apart. The noise just keeps going and going and going
and going and going.

Growler jet just screamed and roared over us in Anacortes . So loud we
could not hear each other. It was deafening. Heading northeast. June 7.

11:19am June 8. Roaring, rumbling, vibrating jet noise. My bones vibrate.
The Navy is an abuser. Southend Lopez.

Still going. LOUD LOUD LOUD. South Lopez."

Loud growler . Anacortes.

98239 7:30am

Loud Growler over Anacortes. AGAIN.

98239 9:00am

SE Lopez, Tue, June 7, 2022: 10:11am - 3 Growlers screaming overhead. The
roaring continued. At 11:30am more DEAFENING overflights 85.2 decibels
in the house. There is no excuse for this kind of abuse.

98239 LOUD AS HELL!!

Solo, same altitude, N heading

At a school

South end of Lopez

Blast! Flying circles overhead announcing their arrival. Had been a pretty
quiet day.

A school

"South end of Lopez
"South end of Lopez
3 growlers headed SW over Straits
Jet noise lasted a long time"

Frequent flight. We want to play outside and trying to stay outside and put
up with it. It so stressful. We live in the beautiful PNW and can not even
enjoy it.
Go away. Deafening to us and also your own kids.

Jet noise a few minutes before also
Jet noise started around 7:30am this morning. A couple of very loud blasts,
some rumbles.
Just East of Mt. Vernon. There have been multiple extremely loud flyovers
in the last few minutes. My mother-in-law is partially deaf and currently on
a riding lawn mower and she had to stop to plug her ears. I'm indoors with
ear plugs in now.
Loud jet noise outside. Came inside and I could feel the rumbling through
the floor. S. Lopez.
Loud rolling blasts at 2 AM woke us up on Lopez
Low flying growler aircraft with gear down
Low flyover
Multiple overflights throughout the morning and continue into afternoon.
Opened my door to go outside and suddenly there was this terrific jet roar
overhead. What is a growler doing over my home? Stay away from
residences. Far away!!!! S. Lopez.
Outdoor kindergarten graduation!
Rattles windows in house
Rattling windows again
Rattling windows in house

seems like a constant dose of growler afterburners today, and really,
everyday they fly. a toxic dose of peace shattering noise almost every.
single. day. OVER and OVER again.
South end Lopez Island
South end of Lopez Island
Southend of Lopez
Too loud to hear conversation inside of home.
"Yesterday 1 Growler went over and then 2 more between 12-3 but I was
outside and didn’t record the time.
They were loud but not as loud as today. Today after the 1st one flew over a
2nd one flew over at 12:30. What’s going on?"
4pm, May 10. Growler flying over Mud Bay toward Whidbey. Low. Loud.
Screaming, Roaring, and still roaring. Should not be flying over homes. S.
Lopez.
Above dugualla bay oak harbor
Above dugualla bay. Oak harbor
All day long, overflight after overflight. Now landing practice, with NO
break in the noise! Just constant extreme roaring. Very distressing.
Another evening shattered by the growlers. Can we have no peace in our
own homes

School !!

Are they serious this is so loud it can't be legal. How can they torture so
many people.

School located where the runways are located . This includes the hand in
hand program that serves children under five with disabilities!

Damn I can't even hear the rolling stones turned up to 11 over the growlers
tearing up the sky above
Fly over.

Forks - roared so loud that I had trouble hearing my Zoom meeting
speakers.

Started late, about 9:30. Still flying and it is 10:15pm. So load, intermittent
flight so you start getting o relax and it goes again.

Forks - two circling in tight circles drowning out conversations with my near
neighbors…now the circles have widened and I can hear the roar and
rumble inside my home with all windows and doors shut. So agitating!

Started low- then ramped up- was quite loud.

Gee, a late night noise session. Guess I didn't want to sleep tonight. If it
wasn't continuous I could maybe fall asleep. This way there is no chance.
Getting up early and unrested is not healthy.

9:36am. S Lopez. Annoying and disturbing long rumbling jet roar from
Whidbey. The vibration of the noise is worrying. Am I really experiencing
an earthquake? That is what it feels like.

God can they find a remote location for this extremely loud flying. This is
where large number of people live

South end of Lopez

Growlers making life hell for the Americans in their noisy path

9:55am, June 9. I do not know what that is, but it is a HUGE VIBRATING
ROAR. The air and my home are filled with a deep vibrating noise. Like a
train coming down the tracks headed straight toward us. NASWI must be
launching jets.

Growlers making noise all morning. We live here how about a break
Growlers starting up for this evenings blast of noise to the residents below
How can they keep doing this to us. These noisy growlers are not
compatible with human life

8:01am. Huge rumble and vibrating jet noise from Whidbey. Disruptive.

South end of Lopez Island

98239 12:37 pm afterburners over Coupeville
98239 8:03 am GOOD MORNING HORRIBLE GROWLER NOISE!!!!

I can not get away from the jets. Off and on fly overs. So loud it rips through
the entire house. I went to work mid/north island and I had to stop
conversations while there.

AGAIN. Center of Lopez. Loud loud deafening Growler overhead. Why are
you flying over Lopez. The roaring continues. Earsplitting. June 9.

Low and slow and not in accordance with Navy noise abatement
procedures.

Are there more jets flying over because its raining? Another fly over...very
irritating.

Over Coupeville again.

Center of Lopez. Outside walking and a Growler comes screaming over me.
Deafening. No where to hide. My ears are ringing. June 9.

Shopping- inside store- noise thundering inside store
So loud can not sleep , worry about my granddaughters down the street ,
they have school in morning

Extremely loud - shredding, searing thunderous flyover- lasting minutes
from start to end. Treatment fit for an enemy. We civilians are not the
enemy. Anacortes near ferry terminal 7:30 pm

Softball game left too loud .

f--- em
Flyover southend of Lopez

Growlers began flying by earlier this morning, but got very close/loud
beginning at about 13:05.
Home from a week of vacation- to what should be a peaceful drizzly day but
it is despoiled by hideous home shaking/shuddering, grinding low rumbling
thunder- for the 2 hours I have been home… mid day Thursday, Anacortes
"Horrible deep, grinding, shaking, neat constant thundering roars from the
south (Whidbey) Shaking my home in Anacortes- near constantly for hours,
late afternoon, Thursday. Sickening Warcraft noises.
457 H----- drive oak harbor
Iceberg point Lopez
Several jet noise incidents this morning too"

One after another.... noise noise noise. It's not just a quick flyover. The
noise can last up to two - three minutes with each flyover. Nerve grating,
grinding mechanical noise.
"Overflight
Southend of Lopez Islamd"
Repeated low overflights this morning. Very loud.
SE Lopez, 9 June 22, Thursday: 8:40am - a peaceful morning walk becomes
Screaming Growlers over powering every natural sound. 2pm - 2:20pm
More jarring Blasts overhead.
Southend Lopez Island
Southend of Lopez

June 9. 4:40pm. ANOTHER screaming jet over South Lopez. You do not
have to fly over us. You have routes over the water.

Third Loud Growler overhead!

June 9. South Lopez. 4:23pm. Screaming and roaring jet overhead.

Why in the hell are the jets flying over Olga....? 4th one today

Just reported one wave of vibrating jet noise, and now here is another.
Continuous rolling thunder. June 9. The Navy is a abuser. Navy mission:
Create war zone in northwest Washington.

"Above dugualla bay oak harbor.

Lopez
Low flying growler aircraft

Acoustic shock is tremendous, Navy is reporting a density altitude
(atmospheric condition) of minus -900 feet.

457 H----- drive

Another deafening growler flyby

Low flying growler aircraft

Another flight overhead in Coupeville, damn you Navy!!!

Multiple low flying growlers, annoying my activities

Dugualla heights oak harbor

Nothing like low level clouds ! I feel like my eardrums are swelling !!!!

There’s no reason planes should be flying over residential areas at this time
of night. "

Flights are causing headache, anxiety, no sleep while they fly. Mail pile late
night snow. I can feel the vibration sitting in my chair in the living room.
This is night right.

Growler landing practice began early evening and continues to the present
(i.e., 2225 hours). They flew until after 2300 hours last night. Very hard to
sleep with this jet noise continuing late into the night.
Growlers making noise flying above residential homes. Who's idea was
that. So many remote options like el centro
Growlers starting up for this evenings assault on Americans just trying to
live here
I live in port Townsend. The noise tonight is terrible, even with windows
and doors closed. I cannot sleep. Two hours of this is the worst ever. Several
runs vibrated my house. I am moving out of state because of the jets, and I
can’t wait to leave.
I would like to get some sleep tonight in my own home but the growlers are
not going to let me
Just trying to live here but growlers making so much noise that seems
impossible

12:55pm, June 10, near Hunter Bay Lopez. On the phone outside trying to
speak with a contractor on an urgent repair, and the LOUDEST jet roars over
us. LONG ROAR. Could not hear a word. Disrupted the conversation to the
irritation of both of us.
Low flying growler aircraft
9:43am. S Lopez. Rumbling vibrating jet roar from NASWI. When growlers
take off they emit a tremendous BLAST & we get it over here14 miles away.
Ridiculous. Rep Larsen, while in the Navy's & Boeing's pockets, do you
remember the word "mitigation"?
Rattling windows in house
June 10. Continued vibrating rumblings from jet activity at NASWI.
Disruptive, Annoying, Disturbing to constantly feel the house shuddering. S
Lopez.
Over a boat motor in the cabin !

Loud jet noise over South Lopez. Long, protracted roaring.

SE Lopez, 10 June 2022 Fri: Roaring coming from Ault! 87decibels in the
house.

not a duplicate report. there were two in the same minute. as if that's
unusual.

Shrimping , out to sea and having to hear makes a person scared for ocean
life !

On riding mower with ear plugs and it drowned out the mower

Southend lopez

Please stop ..

"Iceberg Point Lopez Island

Second consecutive night of continuous aircraft noise. Can I please get some
sleep before midnight tonight?

Southend lopez

Unbearable
Woke me
10:30am. LOUD JET OVER SOUTH LOPEZ
11:27am. S Lopez. SCREAMING and ROARING Growler over our home.

"Southend of Lopez
Ps can’t get location to work on phone"
Stop flying over Camano Island. People live here
Two growlers right over camano. Very noisy

11 pm Coupeville….. they continue to fly. The noise is horrible.
11:15 PM and there is awful, sinister deep peace wrecking thunder of
warplanes scraping and rumbling through what should be a peaceful May
night in Anacortes…. Navy planes terrorizing people in the distance.
12:10pm, May11. Very loud jet noise in the skies. As if the jets are just
looping around. Louder than my loud dishwasher, which is currently
running. South Lopez.
Anacortes ferry dock. Loud jet noise.
Anacortes.Loud loud deep roar and at the same time sounds like the jet is
scraping the sky.
Can’t sleep through this stuff
Density altitude: minus -800 feet
Direct attack on lopez. Houses shaking
Dugualla heights oak harbor. Planes shouldn’t be flying over residential
areas at this time of night.
Earsplitting
Engine noise… trying to go to sleep here
Flyover

Growler landing practice keeping me awake in my own home. They need to
move to remote location for this
Growlers flying by very loud
Incredibly, brutal night. Victims of the Sound of Freedom
Ongoing thunderous noise
Terribly loud growler noise
The third night in a row they have been flying....is there anyone that
disputes sleep being important?
Triple the noise!!! Three growlers together over Coupeville. Really? The
navy says they’re a good neighbor. This is how they show us.
Unbearable….everything is shaking including g my bones
Vibrations rattling my body through the floor and chair legs- been going on
all morning
2:35pm. S Lopez. Battered by more roaring & rumbling from Whidbey.
They're the loudest jets & they're blasting off & flying over populated areas.
This makes no sense & shines a light on the duplicity of lawmakers who
claim to be environmentally savvy
2:59pm. May 12. ANOTHER RUMBLING ROAR FROM WHIDBEY.

Flyover so low it was deafening

3:02pm, May 12. Jet screaming over us. S. Lopez. Blocks out the sound of
TV and conversation.

Forks - all day circling in and over town; right now again over the
elementary school play yard. Are emissions being jettisoned? Why here?
Clouds might aggravate the noise, but still too loud over a populated region

3:33pm. Yet another extended rumbling roar of jet noise from NASWI. A
WALL OF VIBRATING NOISE. S. Lopez.

Going on for over a hour .

3:49pm. May 12. ANOTHER SCREAMING AND ROARING GROWLER OVER
SOUTH LOPEZ. Is this their regular route, or a shortcut? Why are they flying
over a populated area? We will never know because the Navy never gives a
straight answer.

Great another noisy growler flyby to shatter the evening family dinner

Aaand, they’re at it early

Going to try sleep

Again, so very very loud. Is this necessary?

Grandkids won’t be asleep anytime soon .

All morning long!

Growler flight stopping all normal activity at our home until it left the area

Another evening of growler noise. How can they justify this in heavily
populated area when remote locations are clearly available

Growlers making life hell for those of us living nearby

Blast
Brutal.
Cape St Mary area, Lopez Is, WA
Come on. Growlers kept me awake late last night and now they up fly again
over a residential area where we live

Hurt ears loud , low clouds and rain vibrates the air
It has been hours now . I guess this is what happens when you are down in
flight hours .
Jet screaming over Mud Bay Lopez. Huge Roar. Even my headphones did
not block it out.
Loud , cloud cover make it travel from plane to the ground

Density altitude: -500’

Loud rumble

Everything is rattling/vibrating!! Good GOD!

Loud rumble .. I wanted to take relaxing bath
concert … I couldn’t hear my door or phone

Extremely low flight over south Lopez
Fly over LOUD!!!!!
Flying overhead our home and the perimeter. It is measuring 94.4 inside the
house. They love to corners and fly right overhead! Last night they began
flying at 9 PM and flew around the home till after 10:30 PM. Unable to
sleep.

now it sounds like a loud

Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft with gear down
May 12, 2:02pm. South Lopez. The booming roars from Whidbey continue.
I can feel the vibrations in the floor.
Multiple low flying growler aircraft

Flyovers
No sleep .. sooo loud
Forks - heavy rain coupled with wearing rain head gear masked the arrival
of the Growlers but suddenly, loud thunder? No. Afterburners blasting loud
as thunder and circling overhead. Stopped dog totally who tucked tail in
fear. Forest walk destroyed
Go away
Going on all day…..

Overhead in Coupeville again ad again and again. We cannot escape the
terrorism!!!!
Overhead in Coupeville destroying our peace
Rumble !

Rumble and vibration
Rumbling roar from Whidbey, like an earthquake. Jet taking off is my guess,
so likely it will be roaring over us soon. Disgusted.
SO DAMN LOUD!! The NOISE is absolutely unbelievable!

12:31pm, May 13. I cannot take the time to report all the roaring jets that
produce this sky-hell. But right now we have another jet delivering its
ROARING message. It penetrates our home.
12:54pm, May 13. More roaring from jets in the sky. We may as well live
next to SeaTac.

The Growlers began landing exercises at noon and it continues, constant,
uninterrupted, ear shattering jet noise. Multiple planes circling results in no
relief from the extreme roar.

Another growler flying over - loud.

The shaking rumble going on all morning. Sounds like heavy artillery fire

Another long low noise heard inside the house.

Too loud! Too low, I want them gone

Constant roar

Very scary loud!!!!

Constant roar often hard to communicate

Vibrated house.

Extremely loud flyover.

Victims of the Sounds of Freedom

Had to go inside

We have not recovered from last night’s abuse until 2340 hrs. Brutally
ridiculous!!

Helicopter flying low and loud.

Wow the growlers are really loud. Can't stand this much noise in my home.
This has to violate some law
UNBELIEVABLE SUNDAY MORNING IS NO LONGER SAFE. The Navy does not
have to fly weekends and then right over Lopez.
11:54am, May 13. Persistent jet roaring in the skies.
12:06pm, May 13. The skies are ROARING! It is loud and persistent. As I
am typing this here comes another jet roar. South Lopez.
12:10pm May 13. SCREAMING jet over South Lopez. It is a war zone out
there. Thought I would take a walk during my lunch break, but it is too
unpleasant to be outside. REP LARSEN: YOU ALLOW A WAR ZONE IN AN
AREA YOU REPRESENT. SHAME ON YOU.

Another growler flying over somewhere close.

Just like clockwork… it’s 9am in Coupeville and there’s a growler launch
(sounds like a shuttle launch) over town almost five days a week at this
time. Here comes another.
Long low rumble, noise heard from inside the house.
Loud fly over.
Over town in Coupeville again
Overhead in Coupeville at 7:29am in the morning, thank you Navy for
wrecking our sleep
I should be able to look out my window to refresh my eyes, and not see a
military helicopter making its rounds. End the military occupation of Fidalgo
Island. To hell with the troops.
Loud helicopter flyover.

Got to love it on a Sunday
98277
98239 9:12 am
Another ear shattering growler flyby. We are trying to live here!
At least three more aircraft flying late and low over residential area. There
should be no flying over residences after 10 pm.
Come on this level of growler noise is terrorizing America's in there homes

How much of this noise do we have to take. Don't we have right to not be
blasted daily in our own homes by growlers
Injurious!
It was such a nice day and then the growlers showed up. So much noise
Jet noise so loud that it is heard through the house over fans, music and two
playing children. PS children stopped playing because they heard the jet.
Rumbling jet noise. Disruptive as usual. S. Lopez.

Coupeville, high overhead blasting our peaceful evening to pieces

So loud and deafening these noisy growlers. Couldn't the navy fing a
remote location for this training

Damn loud growlers. Get the hell out of here

Stop the growlers terrorizing the Americans that are trying to live here

Density altitude: minus -500 feet.
Dugualla heights oak harbor

Uninterrupted noise as multiple planes continue to loop up and down
Whidbey performing landing practice. Terrible to live with!

Dugualla heights oak harbor

Very loud flyover

Dugualla heights oak harbor. Very low approach. Woke me up. Made the
entire house shake.

Nothing but hate for all armed service personnel. The worst people on this
planet.

Forks - not as loud as usual but sitting on my back porch overlooking the
river, I could hear no bird noise and no sound of the river just below me. A

SUNDAY, May 15. A supposed day of rest and we are being attacked.
Growlers over us, screaming and roaring. $%^&*(*&^%$#$#^%&Navy. Go
away! It is a war zone outside.

peaceful evening of no rain interrupted by circling jet noise.
Give us a break. Growlers and residential neighborhood don't mix
Go study up on safety. Not hot dogging like kids. Go away to South Dakota
or Alaska. Stay there.
God the growlers are loud. They need a remote location for these noisy
planes
Growlers need a new place to fly. There are people here

very loud
Very loud inside house. Duration about 5 minutes
98239 awoken yet again by horrible growler noise. 10:23 pm Wednesday
night.
Another night of ear shattering growler noise.
Be better. Go somewhere there aren’t families and tourists please.

BOOMING ROAR from growler over South Lopez. Now a long protracted
roar.
Cannot sleep due to the navy jets , it’s criminal what they are doing to us
East of Mt Vernon. Thanks, you selfish assholes, for waking us up with your
11pm flight
F You Navy!!! You are destroying our peace, you inconsiderate bastards!!!
Flights all morning into afternoon off and on. Interrupting schooling.

Keeping us from sleeping AGAIN
Lots of blasts of jet noise from Navy Whidbey this afternoon and evening.
Sounds like engine testing, as in many loud punishing blasts of noise. This
jet noise could be mitigated. It would make the nearby taxpayers' lives less
stressful.
Malicious thunder of crash prone warplanes is poisoning the evening skies
and disturbing attempts to sleep- sounds like explosions. Anacortes- 9:15
pm

Forks School zone - all bloody day circling every hour multiple times. Blood
pressure high, angry and resentful I cannot be at home or school or walking
in nature without all the noise. And STILL flying overhead without chance of
escape.

Loud fly over

Goddamn navy flying circle’s over Port Townsend at 11 PM. Extremely loud
and disrupting everyone s sleep. Jay Pine 1723 Gise St 98368

My husband had a major surgical procedure today. He now needs rest and
sleep. That's impossible with growlers performing fclps at OLF tonight. Walls
are shaking and windows rattling.

Growler landing practice CONTINUED well past 2300 hours. Very disturbing
and stressful, preventing sleep.
Growlers making life hell on the ground. So unbelievably loud
Growlers taking off at Whidbey NAS with constant rumbling and some
vibration
Hell in the night sky brought to us courtesy of the Navy.
Inside my home. Windows & doors closed, yet the jet noise is rolling right
into my home. It is a deep rolling persistent noise, as if a train is rolling
along right in my front yard. An invasion by the Navy. NO LOUD JETS IN
POPULATED AREAS! S. Lopez.
It is after dinner. Time to relax and BOOM there is the roaring roar and
rumble and vibration from Whidbey. South Lopez.
Jeeesuuus!!!!!!

Man. Knock off the ridiculous noise. We’re trying to sleep around here.
MORE rumbling roaring vibrating jet noise waves. South Lopez. 7:50 pm

Nearly 11:30pm and still flying over our heads. This is insane and criminal
Noisy jets are flying around. Sounds like an airshow up there. Loud Growler
roaring noise. South Lopez.
SE Lopez, Wed, 15 June 2022: 7:30pm - A staggering 92.5 decibels in the
house. No wonder the seals on our windows facing Ault are broken!
Roaring continues to 8pm.
several passes tonight so far
So sick and tired of being subjected to this violent noise by the Navy!!!!!!
Still being deprived of sleep thanks to the Navy
Still terrorizing us at 11pm at night

The Growlers continue rolling around. The noise echoes everywhere. No
use taking a walk outside for a work break. Inside, the noise is a rumbling
persistence. The Navy is an ABUSER. South end. Lopez.
The jet noise is much louder now. Sounds like the Growlers are flying circles
over us. The noise echoes from every point.
The jet noise that started 2 minutes ago is continuing and escalating. The
growlers generate too much noise for this populated area. The sky is FILLED
with jet roaring. Being outside is like being on the SeaTac runway.
The war zone is alive and well here on the south end of Lopez. Growlers are
roaring around. Loud booming roars and screams. Sounds like they are
everywhere.
Trying to sleep

Forks - loud enough circles to stop outdoor conversations with neighbor
standing three feet away
Forks - Trying to unwind from a busy day and multiple flight circles to break
the quiet and my serenity. Grrr.
Forks- Circling lower and louder, with occasional afterburner blasts of noise
and vibration muffling out all birdsong and river rapids.
Growlers flying again making life hell below. So damn loud.
It is starting again. Noise from growlers torturing the people trying to live
here
Jet noise in the air.

Very noisy skies with Growler noise. S Lopez.

Jets started late, after 8:30. It is now after 9pm and they are so loud that
you can hear and feel them over fans, TV and ear plugs. My dog is nervous
and hides under my chair. This is pure torture.

10:29PM 5/16. DOZING, JARRED AWAKE.. SCREAMING AND ROARING
GROWLER OVER MUD BAY, LOPEZ ISLAND.. IT IS TIME TO SLEEP NOT HEAR
THUNDERING JETS OVERHEAD.. MAD. ANGRY. THIS IS DELIBERATE ABUSE.

Just preying for some peace in my own home. Get these noisy growlers out
of here

After a quiet weekend, Monday morning and they are back.
intrusive, just there.

So far not

Come on this is outrageous amount of noise coming from the growlers
Direction of aircraft was from SE to SW.
Direction of aircraft was from SE to SW.
Dugualla heights oak harbor
Dugualla heights oak harbor. Planes shouldn’t be flying over residential
areas at this hour.
Flew right over the house and woke us up.

Low rumble heard.
Low rumble up north
NAS Whidbey has no care about their jet noise, toxic pollution, etc. for what
they do to citizens on the ground.
So loud inside my house. These growlers need to find a less populated place
for this noisy low level flying
Such a beautiful island location polluted with noise from growlers practice
landings. Something that should be done in more remote location
"4 very low very loud growlers flew north
Sound continued for several minutes

98229 11:02 pm
98239 10:12 pm
"Almost constant Growler noise noise in all directions
Out in Straits, over Lopez, closer to Whidbey"
Another night of ear shattering growlers. What did we do to deserve this
punishment
Another night of sleep interrupted. 11:04 pm 98239
Beautiful day until the growlers blasted my eardrums at my home
Crushing jet blast from the direction of Skagit Bay
Dugualla heights oak harbor
FOUR Growlers flying together, had to suspend conversation due to noise
Growlers flying further to east
Growlers making a lot of noise on what started out as peaceful night
Growlers making life below hell
"Haven’t been able to get the map to work. We are at 593 N----- Drive Lopez
Island, WA
There were 3 Growlers together and one a ways behind. Very low and
loud."

Second consecutive night of Growler landing practice extending well after
2300 hours. Very frustrating.
This is insane!
3 in a row- low loud fly overs.
5:54pm 5/17. Walking outside before dinner and the noise of jets is
deafening. Cloudy, so I could not see, but that jet's noise was loud and over
us and roared on and on and on and on. The sky thundered with the noise.
Could not get shelter. S Lopez.
6:06pm, May 17. LOUD ROARING JET over South Lopez. Growlers drill deep
into the noise of the skies.
6:37pm. S Lopez. LOUD LOUD LOUD jet over our home.
8:12pm. May 17. South Lopez. The skies are full of jet noise. When the jet
noise exceeds the noise of the TV's basketball game, something is wrong.
Forks - So loud neighbor and I cannot carry on conversation. Circled low and
loud before heading south over Olympic National Park…Hoh Lake campers
would be blasted out of their sleeping bags. Damn loud nuisance rumbling
all of the region.
f--- off
f--- the navy , f--- the navy f--- the navy f---thenavyf---thenavyf---thenavyf--thenavyf---thenavyf---thenavy f---thenavy

Low loud south Lopez

How much of this noise do we need to take. This is our home the growlers
and other aircraft keep us having to were ear plugs. This is too much

More growlers making a hell of a lot noise in residential area

i suppose now we're going to have to listen to this all through dinner?

Multiple very loud very low aircraft woke me from sleep. Military aircraft
shouldn’t be flying over residential areas at this time of night.

If this is disruptive to me, image how awful it is for the wild animals in the
vicinity.
It's 9:20 PM-- of course it's extremely loud!

Long low rumble.

Awful place this. "

Loud low jet.

Very low flying military aircraft. It was not a growler and flew directly, like x
marks the spot, over my house.

Low loud- 3rd plane to pass by
"May 16 -22, 2022

We are meant to be well outside of the flight paths, yet we have been
experiencing jet noise so loud we have to wait for them to pass.

Monday, May 16: Late Evening to Late Night

2:57pm. Jet roaring over South Lopez

Tuesday, May 17: Late Evening to Late Night

After TWO consecutive nights of Growler landing practice extending until
midnight, the Growlers began landing practice this morning before 10 AM
(and continuing currently). UNINTERRUPTED extreme jet engine noise make
productive work impossible.

Wednesday, May 18: Late Evening to Late Night
Thursday, May 19: Evening to Late Night
Week 2. How is this allowed?"
Plane rumble was too loud to talk about anything but the noise.
Screaming, thundering, terrible explosive sounds of navy warplanes make it
impossible to get to sleep early- need sleep. Anacortes 9:10 pm
SE Lopez, 17 May 22, Tue, 9:04pm: Overflight 78.3 decibels. Shook the
house.
STFU
Stop flying over my house.
This has got to stop. Extreme growler noise is making my home unlivable
"too loud to participate in the scholarship event via zoom.
"
Trying to have conversation with friends on my deck. Noise comes and
goes. We just pause and don’t talk until noise recedes. Then it’s back again.
"Trying to take care of patients in a medical clinic on a Tuesday afternoon in
Oak Harbor- keep getting interrupted by noise too loud to communicate.

continual work disruptions today from frequent growler flyovers. as always
when they fly, I'm having difficulty concentrating.
Dugualla heights oak harbor
Growlers making hellish level of noise
Horrible noise.
I can't stand much more of this noise
I was going to do some work outside this morning but the Growler noise is
keeping me inside with the sound cancelling headphones on. What a way
to live.
I was in a meeting and my computer wanted to unmute me because it
thought I was talking.. way too loud
Lopez Village. Loud growler jet noise in the sky. Noisy and distracting.
Low flying growler aircraft
Mid work day on a Friday and we’re getting dive bombed by some of the
loudest machines on the planet. Thanks guys.

The Growlers are testing their engines and getting ready for todays assault
on the residents below.
There are loud rumbling noises every 10 to 15 minutes since about 8 this
morning.
Trying to enjoy low tied and teach the kids about our PNW beaches. Kids
can’t focus as the jets fly. Too loud, distracting and no one can learn.

Is it necessary for jets to fly over our house when there is a wide span of
water between our house on Chuckanut Crest Drive and Lumi Island. There
is plenty of inhabited space over the multi-mile span of water for a jet to fly.
Thank you.
It's after 10PM for cryin' out loud!

Can not be outside

Severe loud flights. Grand-kids are covering their ears inside the house. The
50 lb dog is hiding under chairs. I have ear plugs in and my heart feels like it
is going to burst out of my chest. This is torture.

Can’t hear each other inside house

Dugualla heights oak harbor

Forks - Blasting like thunder through heavy rain, kids on the school
playground cannot hear the supervisor’s whistle or yelled instructions.
Unsafe! Jets, go away from town and ONP.

Skatepark / softball

It felt like the sky ripped open

3rd one in the last hour.

It was such a nice sunny evening and then the growlers started to fly. So
damn loud

8:58am, May 20. South Lopez. Roaring Jet noise in the sky. Louder than
the TV.

More growler noise in densely populated area. Seems like they could do
the noisy low level flying in more remote location like el centro

9:54am, 5/20. Stepped outside for some fresh air between Zoom calls. I had
heard the noise while inside, but outside the noise is incredible. It sounds
like there is a war going on. The jet roaring makes being outside
unpleasant, to say the least.

SE Lopez, 18 May 22, Wed. 2:57pm: Overflight 78.5 decibels
At sudden "explosive" window rattling roar began over head and now has
evolved into the rapid cyclical rumblings of multiple Growlers' landing
practice over eastern Whidbey. Miserable racket!!
Deep rumble
Density altitude: minus -1100 feet. Acoustic energy emissions are horrific.
Forks - circling over and it’s 9:15 pm. Unfortunately they will be back.
I guess this is what happens when you are down on flight hours because of
winter weather? Got to make them up some how

Sleep would be so nice .. not with the flying going into a third week .

On a Zoom call for work this morning and discussion interrupted because
the jet screaming over my home was heard by the folks on the call. "What
the h---- is that?'" they asked. How to answer? Tell them the Navy treats
us as a war zone?
Took kids on a nature hike. Non stop jet flights over nature preserve. Some
times there were single flights some times, tandem, mostly Growlers but
other Navy aircraft as well. Ruined the walk.
Trying to finish off week with training on zoom. Can not hear zoom
program. Repeated flights.

Another jet destroying the peace.

Right over the house. Growlers need to get the hell out of camano airspace

Peaceful laconner blasted by jet noise.

Roaring growler over south Lopez. Interrupted Zoom call.

1120pm have some common courtesy

Several Navy jet noises earlier too

Also earlier very loud flyover

So loud the jet noise drowns out the TV. Scream as it nears us, and now it is
ROARING over us. S Lopez

Cape Saint Mary area, Lopez Island, Washington
Continuous Navy jet noise
Damn, they’re back. Two days of no jets (Juneteenth and Sunday) was so
wonderful. No tension, stress or agitation.
Extremely loud jet noise constant directly overhead. This is out of the
declared flight path. Please cease these activities night and late night out of
fight path. We can’t sleep nor can our children

Super SUPER LOUD. One after another for hours. It’s 11:30 pm. Wtf is the
navy doing?!? I woke up to a headache and had to run to shut my window.
Still incredibly loud. Way too late for this crap
The kids were playing outside. Covered their ears and said, stupid jets. What
else needs to be said. One of those flights that felt like it lasted forever to
pass.

Flyover

They have been flying one after another for hours without any sign of
reprieve.

Growlers disturbing Port Townsend and vicinity

Third loud pass today.

It’s like living in a war zone around here.

Too late at night, too low to residences.. Work me up.

Just trying to fall asleep. Loud low rumble.

Help !!!

Loud low rumble interupted sleep.

Never mind being outside to enjoy this stunning night

LOUD SCREAMING ROARING GROWLER OVER MUD BAY, LOPEZ. 1:16PM,
JUNE 21. NOT ACCEPTABLE. GO AWAY.

Only one evening in seven days and cannot be outside again ! Imagine only

Low, sharp turn, South Lopez

School and work begin tomorrow… no sleep but we r expendable!!

One growler flying roughly west to east

So sad ! Why were we so stupid to buy this house !!

Over 5 hours straight…

Spent the weekend working in my yard ! Hurt but woo wanted to sit outside
but to loud !!!

Past everyone’s bedtime. Still blasting away
Really loud flyover of growler.

having one evening g a week to sit outside !

so devastated!!

11:06 p.m. No respect whatsoever from the USN for the U S citizens……the
men, women, and children trying to get some sleep. A disgraceful action by
Naval Command!

Multiple Growlers flying in an uninterrupted loop practicing landings.
Began hours ago and if recent experience is any indication, this will go until
nearly midnight. Very disruptive!

98239 One after another, here the growlers come. Another night of noise.
9:22 pm Coupeville.

Night flights continued repeated flights. Hard to sleep.

98239. Over an hour of non stop jet noise from OLF. 10:34 pm Wednesday.
98239. Horrible growler noise from OLF. 10:45 pm.
Big, booming thumps. Ugh.
Come on this was such a great day until the growlers started flying
Density altitude: minus -500 feet (intensity of the acoustic pressure waves is
especially crushing).
G98239
Growler noise from OLF 11:21 pm Coupeville.

No flights scheduled in Oak Harbor
quiet hours begin at 2200. time to put the toys away, boys.
Shut. The f---. Up.
Trying to sleep. Growlers making that impossible
Very late extremely loud growler jet noise in port Townsend. Planes coming
back to Whidbey after destroying the peace and quiet of our Olympic
peninsula community s!
was just thinking what a lovely evening and how nice not to have to hear
war machines. oop. guess not.

Growlers flying making life hell for everyone below

Went out at 9pm to enjoy the sunset on the second longest day of the year.
Less than 3 minutes after I arrived there are jets screaming overhead.
Consider my evening ruined, I truly cannot believe they let these things fly
over populated areas.

Growlers making hellish amount of noise

3:55pm. 5/23. Out walking. Huge roaring jet noise. S, Lopez.

I hate these jets! FCLPs starting at OLF. Miserable!

9:33am, 5/23. S Lopez. Loud jet roaring overhead.

I wanted to note we are going to have tons of flying going on this summer ..
129 the training squadron has at least 500 hours to make up … Due to
weather and not staying on top of falling behind , we will experience the
hours required plus the 500

Another night without sleep until after midnight !

It’s unnerving to be drifting off to sleep only to have a low rumble start up
in the distance and increase in volume until I’m wide awake again. We
moved to Port Townsend last month for peace and quiet, and this seems to
happen most every night.

Dugualla heights oak harbor

Growler ripping through the sky destroying the peace of a beautiful evening
in Coupeville. On edge wondering when the next one will come.

Are they to low when there lights , light up your skylights ?
Dinner time, sports … there is not any considerations!

Dugualla heights oak harbor
Dugualla heights oak harbor

Dugualla heights oak harbor
increasing rumble repeated at least 3 times in 10-15 minutes, awakened and
scared

from b&b where visiting

Beautiful summer day, however, outdoor activity is not possible (hazardous)
due to harmful acoustic energy emissions from USN aircraft overhead.
Can’t even enjoy the sunshine without jets ruining the noise

It is like a freight train is going to run your house over !!

Loud fly over!!

It is so scary when the Jets and planes are so low the cast a shadow through
your skylights

Loud! Trying to enjoy lunch- then blasted!!!

My grand babies!!!!!!!!!!!
Never ending !!!
No one needs to fly this low and slow and completely blast us with noise
pollution. Stop now. This is no way to live. You are so destructive to our
lives. Go do it somewhere over an empty part of this vast country.

Low flying military helicopter. Right down the center of the island.
Low, loud fly over
Menace!!!
Ridiculous
Screaming and deeply roaring growler over South Lopez. TOO LOUD!

Over pool , school and softball game

So damn loud. Get the growlers out of here

Right over our home ….. no gardening today

Trying to enjoy late lunch outside when growlers came and deafened
everyone here

Right through the city !!!!!!!!!
Right through town !!!
So loud that I could not hear a business training a call and also interrupted
and paused discussion in an interview.

Victims of The Sound of Freedom
T

Stop flying over us now!

10:05am, 5/24. South Lopez. When the TV and the dishwasher are rumbling
away and I can still hear the jet noise inside my home, that is WRONG! I
may as well live next to SeaTac. The Navy covers up its offenses and abuse
of local residents.

1pm on a sales call, jets not “scheduled” until tonight, currently roaring
overhead one after another. Client can’t hear me speak, not happy

3:12pm 5/24. South end, Lopez. Loud jet noise roaring in the sky.
Unpleasant to be outside for the quick walk that I need.

98239. 8 or 9 noise events while outside working in the yard. Had to stop,
go in, get ear protection. Noise was still prevalent with over the ears
protection. Peace shattered on an otherwise gorgeous day.

Drowned out loud music in my house and rattled my windows! No place to
escape the noise!

Softball game for kids

Another loud fly over while dinning at a restaurant.

Extreme loud jet noise over Coupeville tonight going on for hours now. The
peace of our community is destroyed every time they fly!! It’s an outrage!

Extremely loud tonight.

Stop flying over camano. People live here.

Horrible jet noise in Oak Harbor. 7:53 pm.

10:45 at night and the ridiculous noise continues in Coupeville.

I won't be able to sleep until the flights are done - need to get up early
tomorrow

11:08am, May 25. SCREAMING jet overhead. South Lopez.

It’s really disrespectful flying over state parks when people come here for
peace and to heal. Not okay that you’ve been flying over low for hours.
Keeping the babies awake
Sitting in my doctor’s office talking with nurse. We had to wait til the jets
passed to continue conversation. Intrusive!!
Toxic jet noise from OLF tonight.
Very loud repeated flying nearby the house, bothering all family members
Vibration , rumble , disrupt activities
Way to loud
Why are they flying over the hospital area WAY TO LOUD!!!
Woke my grandchildren from a deep sleep!
A quiet night until just before 9pm. Windows shaking.
Deafening flyover
Growlers overflying Camano making unbelievable amount of noise
Growlers starting their run up which echoes here - so loud!!!
Growlers starting up for the daily ear shattering
In the middle of a huge soccer tournament, With a thousand kids and their
families!
Intermittent flights, loud and long.

11:21. May 25. The war continues. Jet noise all around us. The sky is full
of it. South Lopez.
2:29pm. May 25. More war zone. Jet noise and jets roar around us. S
Lopez.
3 low loud passes over Aleck Bay
Ackckckckck!!!!!! My eardrums. AGAIN.
Another night of noise from OLF. It's a complete outrage that we continue
to be subjected to this noise.
Can’t go to sleep. This noise from the growlers at OLF continues. 11:00 pm
Coupeville.
Constant noise for half an hour now
Density altitude: -600’
f--- off
Hard to sleep with growlers rumbling
It's time for bed. This horrible, threatening noise needs to stop.
Jet just screamed over us, and now we are getting the prolonged ROAR of
the jet as it turns away. We live in a war zone to which Murray, Cantwell
and Larsen turn a blind eye. Are they in the pocket of a corrupt Navy?
Multiple Low flying growler aircraft with gear down
Overhead in Coupeville again,sounds like a space shuttle launch, complete
outrageous

Quiet hours begin at 2200. It's 2238.
The noise from these planes is causing disruptions to my sleep. It is 11 pm
and why is is it necessary to fly over populated areas for long periods of
time this late at night? It’s really a shame.
These jets have been causing a lot of disruption over the last 2 days. We are
being assaulted by our own military . These jets are flying close to port
Townsend
Very loud and low over Camano Island heading east towards Cascades.
Horrible disruptive noise.
3 growlers flying roughly nw to se.
AND ANOTHER LOUD RUMBLING ROAR. ONE AFTER ANOTHER. TOO LOUD,
LIKE AN EARTHQUAKE. SOUTH LOPEZ
Another LOUD rumble and Vibration from Whidbey. Just shudders through
my bones, South Lopez.
Big rumbling roar and vibrating wall of noise from Whidbey. TOO LOUD.
South Lopez.
In the house noon stop growler grumbling making me grumpy. That's not
why i come to Lopez!
It's quieter in Seattle than here!

The skies are roaring with jet noise. The noise echoes everywhere.
Disruptive, disturbing. Roaming around like that you never know when a
growler will come blasting over you, which can and does happen. South
Lopez
Wanted to be outside. Kids and I do r like to be outside when they fly. Loud
and very long.
Will it ever stop !!
Crushing blast sound from the direction of Oak Harbor.
Pass over Olga this morning. Loud and disruptive.
Why do you have to ruin Deception Pass State Park? Flying right over and
not able to hear a thing as you keep flying low.
After ten pm!!!!
457 H----- drive oak harbor
Another day of growler torture
Another Monday, another day when workers on the early shift return home
knowing they will get no sleep til 11:45 p.m. Another day when new
mothers know their babies will get no sleep til 11:45 p.m. And USN
Command continues to assault US citizens.
Can’t hear T.V. and must turn it up to obnoxious volume.

Loud jet roaring here on South Lopez. Just roaring, roaring, roaring.
12:45pm. May 26.

Constant jet noise from OLF and beyond from 8:30pm until now 9:53pm.

Loud jet roaring on South Lopez.

Damn loud growlers

My blood pressure is the highest it has ever been !

Deep deep thunder- audible and palpable. This is so very disturbing and
unnerving- even in Anacortes miles away from where these warplanes are
pummeling Coupeville. After 10 pm. This is abuse

S Lopez. Huge noise of a roaring jet approaching us. Loud and disruptive to
conversation. These are the loudest of the Navy jets, and they are flying
them over populated areas. The Navy is an abuser of its privileges.

Ear splitting very low flying circling right over town again right by hospital.
Not acceptable!

Flying with Gear down = more noise and more fuel consumption.

Noisy growlers flying again

From 10:32-12:09 there was constant extreme jet noise at a low altitude
over residential housing. I couldn’t count how many jet passes there were. I
was roused from sleep by the screaming jet noise and the noise continued
for the next 1 1/2 hours.

Outside. Talking with neighbors after a day of work. Then we hear the
incoming roar, the scream and roar of the growler. So loud we had to stop
talking and put our hands to our ears. Deafening. And it keeps roaring as it
veers away. South Lopez.

f--- THE NAVY JETS!!!

So incredibly loud.

Growlers running up their engines for tonight's assault on our eardrums

This is awful. Make it go away.

Heat wave. National warnings re heat. But we cannot keep our windows
open at night due to the USN Command preventing citizens from
sleep…..even tho USN has access to thousands of sites to train without
assaulting children, elders……..

Too hot to be locked up inside. Jets are extremely loud tonight. We are
miserable. This is no way to treat the people the Navy is supposed to be
protecting. And to make it worse, we are paying them to abuse us!

It would be nice to be able to go to sleep in my own home but growlers are
making hellish amount of noise
Jets making ungodly noise around Port Townsend and elsewhere. My tax
dollars going up in very expensive jet fuel exhaust.
Lots of deep rolling thunder from jet noise today, like right now. 1:26pm.
South Lopez. It is a very nice day, but being outside is like expecting the
bombers to come down on us at any time.

Walking my dog in the woods in waning light and quieting bird noise when
assailed by two jets, hopefully going back to base!
Warm evening and I have to close my windows. I am so tired and have a full
day of work tomorrow. Can’t sleep because of the jet flights.
We’re on the Port Townsend ferry and the noise combing from OLF is
Horrible!!!
What a tragedy for the residents of central Whidbey… for the region!! The
noise is terrifying!

Just started disturbing my evening as I try to wind down from a busy day.
Can feel the loud rumble in my chair.

WHAT A WAY TO HAVE A VACANTION RUINED!!

Loud fly over

Woke children

"My sister's and I rented a house in Coupeville for a week. Tonight there jets
started flying over making huge noises at dusk. . I never would have rented
here if I knew this was a regular occurnce. I don't see how the local people
tolerate it.

10:25 at night!!!!!!
11:40 at night and the south side of my Anacortes home is still very deeply
shuddering- from the sounds of navy warplanes terrorizing the landscape
far to the south.

"Need to close windows during a heat wave.

Yes…..300’ over our house.

This is shameful."

Share this with USN Command.

4:55pm Growler flying low over south Lopez toward the center of Lopez.
Screaming roar. That pilot is out of line.

Growler over Lopez Village. June, 5:29pm. Deafening. Stopped outdoor
conversation. That jet has no business flying over Lopez.

98239 loud as hell 10:15pm

Growlers flying and making ungodly amount of noise

98239. 11:30 pm Coupeville… they’re still out at OLF making their god awful
noise. This is no way to live.

Growlers making so much noise. This can't be legal. It is torture

"A few other times this morning

I want to sleep without the loud noise of the growlers. This is not right
what they are doing to heavily populated area

Several yesterday

I would really, really like to go to sleep

This one headed north"

Interrupted sleep.

Another assault on the ears from growlers flying overhead

It is so extremely loud and sounds right above my home!

Are they finally leaving or is this the evening squad ready to disrupt our
peace again?

Late night terror on their own people

Cape St. Mary area, Lopez Island, Washington
Come on that growler flyby was way too loud for residential area
Deception Pass horrific growler noise.
DIRECTLY OVER OUR HOUSE. Yes, we are right by the landing zone - so WHY
DON'T THEY USE THAT ZONE? They should be approaching from the
Dugualla Flats, not DIRECTLY over our house with the loudest plane possible
late at night. Be better neighbors.

Loud and stopped my communication with a coach. Very loud, sound lasted
a long time.
Loud blasts of jet noise, sounds like engine testing at 11pm every several
minutes.
Loud growler over south Lopez. Too loud for conversation.
Loud rumble during a late night ramble outside…even dogs in the area
began barking. Low slow flyover resembling thunder rolling up a canyon,
but definitely jets! Even after three minutes, still hear them.

Engine rumpus 11:40 PM South Lopez

Low and loud - feel vibration in my chest. Praying this is it for the day!

Extremely loud fly over.

Low and loud south Lopez

Frequent noise interruptions all day starting in morning and increasingly
back to back through the afternoon.

Multiple flights. Continuously all night

Geez can we have a little peace in our own home. Growlers flying too low
and loud
Get the hell out of camano airspace with your growlers

My kid started to cry it was so loud
My son can't sleep because they are flying so low and powering their
engines for turns right over our house...

N98239
Out biking, south end Lopez. LOUD LOUD ROARING growler overhead.
Scary. Thought it was a big truck bearing down on us until realized it was a
stupid growler terrorizing us.
Overcast, so jets think they're invisible at lower altitudes but they're
reallllllly loud!

We don't mind fly overs at reasonable times of the day, but being woken up
at 11:26pm by what seemed like lower-than-normal fly over is ridiculous. I
immediately glanced at the clock which is why the time is precise.
Would like to sleep
98239
98239 another night of noise hell via Navy Growlers.

SE Lopez, 28 June, 2022, Tuesday: 5:45pm ROARING OVERFLIGHT. Roaring
went on and on. Guests from Seattle could not believe that this is
happening in a place known for peace and quiet. . . and our government
and the military . . . ignore us.

Acoustic assault!
All day torture from you.

Several very loud flyovers

All evening long and now well into the night, Growlers overflying and
landing practice. Shaking windows, forcing us close close the house up to
reduce the jet noise.

So damn loud for residential area. Get these growlers out of here

"At 12:51am! Are you kidding! How are we supposed to get any sleep!

Terrific amount of deep rumbling LOUD engine noise

Brutal!!

Thundering jets flying by!

Children need sleep not a onslaught of noise ! They do not care !!

Twin engine commercial? There has been a huge surge in these flights .

Disturbing sleep again !

"TWO Growlers over our home and others, west to over homes, farms

f---ing growlers creating deafening noise at 1104 pm in Port Townsend.

Too loud to talk with others

Growlers making life hell below for those that are trying to live here

Go over Russia, stay in Europe airbase- why do Growlers exsist?"

Growlers starting up for the ear punishment tonight. No sleep again.

Unable to sleep

HELP !!!!!

Very loud growler flyby. They need to find a remote location for this

How is this okay !!!

"Very very loud

I am sure the pilots are required to have slept or rested before they fly .. as
civilians we have to get up and work ! Sleep deprivation is dangerous!

Several late night jet noise blasts

Wondered if plane was crashing then loud again as it turned"
I feel like there is a war at my home !!!!

I just want to sleep !!’n
I wanna go to bed but can’t because of these jets. Sigh
Landing practice for the growlers and ear damage for the residents trying to
just live here.
Loud loud loud. Get the growlers out of here
Multiple Jets in succession at 10:01, 10:27, 10:28, 10:31, and 10:39 over
residential area of oak harbor when residents might be sleeping.
My God that was loud. Get those damn noisy growlers out of here.
Noise is unbearable. There is no where to hide and nothing even noise
canceling headphones work. This is so stressful. It’s making me sick to my
stomach. They started after 9pm, when we are just going to bed.
The noise and pollution do not belong here.
The sun just came out but to ruin the day so did the deafening growlers
The worst ! Sitting down outside with family on a lovely June evening! In we
go !
This was so loud the sound and rumble sounded like the earth was coming
apart !
Time to put the cowards to bed.
Too loud to hear others speak in my house! Very disruptive
Trying to work in the "peace and quiet" of Forks, and it's been Growlers all
morning; impossible to stay focused. Headphones don't work. Last night too
between 11-12 pm when I was trying to get to sleep- no idea how people
that live out here manage.
USN Command cannot justify keeping the elderly, children, the early shift
workers, awake at night when there are hundreds of locations to conduct

this training where U.S. citizens are not assaulted by this noise. Obviously,
USN Command does not care,
Well I almost got to finish my coffee this morning before the growlers flew
by deafening everyone below
What about the kids !!!!
Who can sleep with this assault of noise happening?
Why aren't the noisy growlers practicing in remote location like el centro
instead of Here in a residential area. Too damn load

10:34am Memorial Day. South Lopez. Sounds like we will get the fall out jet
noise from Navy's "flyover" of Oak Harbor. SCREAMING JETS OVER US
NOW. GO AWAY. &*!!&^%$$#%^&%$ Pilots just having fun while we are
abused. Waste of money.
Dugualla heights oak harbor
10:39am. Memorial Day. S Lopez. MORE JET NOISE OVER US. GO AWAY.
DON'T BOTHER US WITH YOUR STUPID FLYOVER OF OAK HARBOR. THERE
ARE OTHER WAYS TO HONOR FALLEN SOLDIERS ON THIS DAY. TRY
MOMENTS OF SILENCE, FOR EXAMPLE.
10:45AM. Memorial Day, S Lopez. Cloudy, so cannot see; the noise of these
jets is loud & clear. This is an AWFUL WAR NOISE that should not be
happening on this day. Honor fallen soldiers by making war on us ? Really?
The roaring penetrates our home.
11:03AM. Screaming loud jet over our home. S LOPEZ. Memorial Day. Go
away. You are not honoring anyone. You are intruding on us. GO AWAY!!!!!
On a day like today you should NOT BE PLAYING WAR GAMES. It is an insult
to those who died.
11:07am. Memorial Day. HERE COMES ANOTHER ROARING AND
SCREAMING JET. STOP THE WAR!!!!!!!!! MEN AND WOMEN DIED TO STOP

AGGRESSION. WHY ARE YOU CONTINUING IT? AMERICA IS INDEED A
STUPID SICK COUNTRY. SOUTH LOPEZ, AMERICA'S WAR ZONE.

Four nights of unlimited flights ! No sleep
oh no do your business until 3:00 am!

Can we have a moment of silence for our fallen brethren?

Growlers flying nearby all morning delivering ear shattering punishment to
Americans living here

Loud jets today. The skies are roaring.
Many low very very loud flyovers
86.5 dB per dB X Pro app. This one goes to Seattle Times. USN
Command…..Enjoy your “Superior” intelligence while you can.
a solid hour of absolutely horrible noise from OLF.
Another growler flyby. Too damn loud for residential area
Another night of horrible noise.
As the sun sets this evening, I hear the Growler taking off from NSAW in
preparation for another night of excessive and disruptive jet noise as they
practice landing . Last night they flew until 2355 hours. Hoping tonight will
not be a repeat!
Bedtime !!! Again no sleep !Jets landed until three pm ! How do we provide
Trauma protection for sleep for children ?
Difficult to sleep- noise went until 11:00PM
Disrupted sleep!!! So TIRED!!!Help !!!! I have to try to sleep but jets so loud
! So turn tv up and fan as loud as it can go! And pray
Forks and Region - everywhere I went so did the Growlers: ocean, forest,
prairie, grocery and out walking. Hourly and more. No respite from noise
returning over and over. Interrupts conversations and shopping, walks in
nature, more.
Forks. Started at 9:30 shattering quiet morning of nature noise and river
sounds. Woodpecker stopped, no bird song. Now at 10:15, circling over
Forks and ONP. Go away!

this should matter ? But

Growlers just staring up for tonight's assault on our eardrums. Guess no
sleep again tonight
Hell this has got to stop. Growlers making ear shattering noise in residential
area
It’s 10:30pm!!! Why are they running a low altitude drill?
Late flights keeping us from sleeping
Loud jet roar vibrates the air. South Lopez.
Multiple Growlers over-heading, low and LOUD!
My granddaughter and myself share a birthday we wear ear protectors and
still come inside with a tv so loud we can’t hear ?!!
Of course, USN Command must get their noise assault started before the
noise assault of July 1…….Please forward this to coward Command with a
question….ever hear, HEAR, of PTSD?
Right over the house fast and loud. This type and frequency of growler
flights is impacting me. They can't be on compliance with environmental
regulations. No one should have to take this punishment in their own
home.
Roaring jets overhead- first thing on what would have been a beautiful
morning
Sleep!!!
SUDDEN LOUD grinding jet noise over Coupeville. Gone in an instant then
low rumble off in the distance. Disturbing and startling (once again). Sick of
the NOISE.

Sun was out and fog was mostly burned off the water. Really peaceful view
until the growlers flew by making so much noise I had to go inside. This is
torcher. How can this be legal?
Too damn loud for residential area. Get the growlers out of here
"Yep….still assaulting US citizens at 10:27 p.m.
The idea of protecting US citizens over the flight training need of USN
Command must have been overlooked at the Naval Academy

"

Yet another shuttle launch in the form of a growler over Coupeville. Loud
and loooong noise event.
Loud over ferry engines.
Single jet flying SW over Straits
Smell of fuel droplets in the air !

